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Welcome to
Costello Windows, In this Brochure
we will Provide Ideas and Inspiration
for your home with the very latest
styles and the best technology. This
Brochure Showcases our Brands such
as The Townhouse Sash Window,
The Polaris Window, The Palladio
Composite Door, The Renaissance
Door and the Passive 100 Window.
For Further details please visit
www.costellowindows.ie
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Company Profile
Costello Windows produces unique and beautiful
A-Rated products for the residential market. We
will transform your home with products that look
stunning and perform to the highest standards.
All our products are tested in the UK using
British Standard Testing. Our window systems are
designed to be aesthetically pleasing and to give
a massive wow factor.
Costello Windows manufactures every facet of
the final product in-house from a 13 acre factory
located in Glin, County Limerick. We have been in
business since 1979. Costello Windows employs
a set of 50 skilled employees. We have a specific
belief that quality, innovation and service are vital
to success, every day we look to improve. Great
customer service and customer care comes first at
Costello Windows

Innovative Products
Costello Windows is continually developing new
and innovative products.
Costello Windows latest patented design is
the Townhouse Sash Window. This window is
designed in the style of a sliding sash window
but opens in a different way. The Townhouse
Sash Window does not slide up and down but
rather the top sash opens out and the bottom
sash open in. This gives full fire escape access
and ensures that the window has a compression
seal, making it airtight resulting in a high energy
rating.
The Passive 100 Window has set an industry high
for profile depth with a 100mm rebated window
system. The triple glazed glass unit size is also
an impressive 60mm. The uPVC window profile
has 8 chambers, a first in uPVC Passive window
design. These superb design characteristics give
the Passive 100 Window its excellent thermal
insulation properties and superior strength.
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uPVC
uPVC is the most ubiquitous material used in the production of windows, doors
and conservatories worldwide. uPVC is durable and low maintenance. We offer
a wide range of products in uPVC. Our products come in a variety of Colours
and Finishes. This gives our customers great choice and flexibility when it comes
to choosing a look to match their home. The windows in this picture are Polaris
uPVC French windows, the addition of surface mounted Georgian bars adapts
them perfectly for this period looking home.
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uPVC Polaris Window
The Polaris range comes in a wide range of Finishes and Colours. These include Rosewood Mahogany,
Golden Oak, Rich Ivory Cream, Light Cream, Anthracite Grey, Basalt Grey, Chartwell Green, Black Bog
Oak, Red, Dark Green and White. The Golden Oak colour has a beautiful and realistic wood grain effect.
These finishes are provided with German Engineering from Renolit. Renolit are global suppliers of hard
waring and durable products.
The Polaris range has 4 different configurations. These include Bay & Bow, French, Casement, and Tilt &
Turn. Within casement there are many options for openings, such as side and top opening. A choice of
handle colours is also available with Gold, Chrome and Smokey Chrome.

Costello Windows has incorporated many innovative
features into the design of the Polaris uPVC window
system. The window is internally glazed, comes in
double or triple glaze and includes co- extruded
seals. Co-extruded seals cannot shrink, be removed
or fall out as they are an integral part of the profile.
The Polaris has a slim line profile which allows
the maximum amount of light into your home. An
impressive feature of the Polaris Window is its straight
transom joint, not the unsightly Y joint that is so
common to many uPVC windows.
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uPVC Polaris Window
Why Choose the Polaris Window, because of its wide range of finishes, classic lines and its energy
efficient properties. Put the Polaris next to one of the many utilitarian looking windows on the market and it immediately stands out. Why because the Polaris has been designed to be aesthetically
pleasing. The Polaris is an A-Rated window with many unique design features built in.

Customers who are renovating their home
or starting new builds should look no further
than Polaris uPVC Windows because they
can be made to so many different sizes and
configurations. We advise our customers
to try some different design and openings
that they may have in mind because uPVC
windows are very adaptable. Complementing your home is easy with the Polaris PVC
casement window because it comes in 12
different colours. Security is so important
for people changing windows so with that
in mind the Polaris window is internally
glazed and uses heavy duty trojan hinges.
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uPVC French Windows
The Polaris French window is a particularly eye-catching window, complementing many
architectural styles. This window is suited to modernist, contemporary and traditional style
homes. Above we can see how well the window looks surrounded by an Art Deco motif.
Then to the left we see a Polaris French window with Georgian bars, again perfectly suited
to this period looking home. Why can one window type sit so well in different style homes,
because classic design is timeless.
French windows open your home to the outside better than any other window type. Both
Sashes open out fully, including the centre transom which allows for the maximum view. If
you are lucky enough to have a great view a French window is a must.
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Townhouse Sash Windows
Costello Windows latest patented design is the Townhouse Sash Window. This window
is de-signed in the style of a sliding sash window but opens in a different way. From the
outside it looks just like a sliding sash window, but instead of sliding up and down it opens
out and in. The top sash opens out and the bottom sash open in. This gives full fire escape
access, but also ensures that the window has a compression seal, making it airtight resulting in an A- rated window. This is unique for sliding sash windows that are notorious for
allowing air leakage. The Townhouse Sash window comes in several configurations, finishes
and features. The Townhouse Sash window can come with an arch, with sidelights, in bay
and bow style or a double Townhouse Sash window design. We make the window in many
different finishes, in a smooth cream or white colour or from our woodgrain finishes like
golden oak, rosewood and dark green.
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Townhouse Sash Windows
The Townhouse Sash Window is a very attractive window, it will immediately stand out in
any home and become a feature. The window is a very clever yet simple design with very
few moving parts, which allows for the production of a cost-effective product. It is the best
priced window of its type on the market. Because the window has very few moving parts
and is made from uPVC, it is a low maintenance product. This cannot be said for all sliding
sash windows. The Townhouse has performance ratings far and above traditional sliding
sash windows. The airtight compression seals give zero air leakage and zero water permeation, leading to an A- rated window that also has full fire escape access. The Townhouse
Sash Window has a seven chamber mainframe making it very strong. The multi chambered
frame helps give a high energy rating leading to low U – Values.
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Passive 100 Window
The Passive 100 window helps our customers achieve the maximum low energy consumption
in their home. The Passive 100 window achieves a balance between heat loss and solar
gain. Installing Passive 100 windows will mean that homeowners, builders and architects
can meet all new building regulations and building requirements. In the terms of price
this window is also within the means of homeowners when compared to other high spec
Passive 100 windows on the market today. For homeowners requiring a triple glazed,
passive rated, UPVC window that is reasonably priced, the Passive 100 Window is the
perfect choice
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French Doors
French doors are one of the most attractive and elegant doors on the market
today. A French door can be interior or exterior and is a two-part hinged door
where both sides can be opened. The exterior French door is the perfect way to
open your house and allow unrestricted access between the inside and outside
of your house. At Costello Windows we provide a door that the wind and rain will
not degrade, that is perfectly sealed from the outside and is energy efficient.
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uPVC French Doors
A French door can have a traditional or modern look. They come in many different styles
and colours. Typically both sides of a French door can open but one side may remain
locked. When the active side is shut it can be bolted to the main frame at the top and bottom to provide a solidly locked door for perfect security.
A French door is very adaptable. They can have all glass as seen in these pictures. They
may also have a panel on the bottom half. Surface mounted bars can be added to the
surface of the glass to give a Georgian or Continental Look. Surface mounted bars are customizable, this means an individual pattern may be applied.
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Stable Doors, Patios and Renaissance Doors
uPVC sliding patios from Costello Windows offers the ideal way to open your home to
an outside space like a garden or back porch. uPVC sliding patios are not a new concept
but are still perfect for the modern home.
A Stable door is a door that is divided horizontally in such a fashion that the bottom half
may remain shut while the top half opens. Stable doors can be used both internally and
externally.
Renaissance uPVC Panel doors feature beautiful ornate glass designs and woodgrain
panels. Ornate glass is now so important in creating a wonderful front entrance to a
home. Resin technology allows for the production of more intricate designs.
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Palladio Composite Doors
Not only are Palladio Composite Doors double rebated as standard (most doors are
only single rebated), all glass units in the doors are triple glazed as standard. The sidelight glass designs match to the units in our doors perfectly but they can also be altered
where necessary giving our customers artistic license over their glass design. Each door
has a Renolit foil finish (NOT painted) which means that not only does each door have
an impeccable appearance it is paired with durability. We have a superior range of composite doors uniquely designed with a monocoque structure (as opposed to being foam
filled) and reinforced with 65mm of fiberglass resulting in incomparable strength and
resistance.
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Palladio Composite Door
Palladio Composite doors are top of the range and perfect to make a statement as a front
door. It is the unique Monocoque structure that gives the Palladio its amazing strength.
This door is very heavy duty but also very attractive. Because the Monocoque structure is
so strong the door consists of one frame and leaf for a very clean appearance. All glazing
in these doors is triple glazed. The wood grain effect on these composite doors is better
than the real thing. Palladio Composite doors come in a huge variety of unique and beautiful designs. Design features include, ornate panels, decorative glass, hidden hinges. They
come in many colours including natural wood. What is amazing about composite doors is
how strong and secure they are.
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Aluminium
At Costello Windows we use Thermally Efficient Aluminium, which provides great heat insulation and sound proofing. Aluminium is very
popular in modern and commercial buildings
because of its slim sightlines, strength and robustness. Aluminium can also be powder coated to any RAL colour or have a foil woodgrain
finish such as golden oak.

Bi-Fold Doors
The perfect setting for a Bi-Fold sliding door is
between your kitchen and back garden. These
doors offer an unmatched view. They are like a
glass wall that simply glides to the side at the
push of a door handle to open your kitchen to the
outside world. They will transform, modernise and
add real value to any home. They come in sets of
3, 4 or 5 sashes. They are designed to function
well and look beautiful. The doors are incredibly
easy and smooth to operate and need little
maintenance. We have a limitless range of colours
to pick from, just give us the RAL colour and we
will do the rest.
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Aluminium Windows
Costello Windows aluminium window is called the Alu-Therm 87 Aluminium Window.
Costello Windows thermally efficient aluminium windows are contemporary and stylish
in appearance. The clean line finish and range of RAL powder coated colours make any
building feel wonderfully modern. The fact that the aluminium is thermally broken means
they are super heat insulators. This product also gives good sound proofing. The aluminium
frame sections are now manufactured in too halves, designed to fit together perfectly in
the final product. The polyamide thermal break is now mechanically joined to the frame
sections to maintain the frame’s stiffness and rigidity. Costello Windows thermally broken
aluminium windows are strong, robust and maintenance free. They are ideal for commercial
and domestic projects.
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Aluminium Doors
Costello Windows offers thermally efficient aluminium doors in a range of styles, including
French or Double doors, Sliding Patios and Bi-fold doors. Aluminium is very strong and adaptable. We can make designs to custom shapes. When it comes to colours the options are limitless. If a specific colour is needed, we can do that. We also have a range of different colour
handles to choose from. Our aluminium doors match up perfectly to our aluminium windows.
Thermally efficient windows and doors can stand up to extreme weather conditions and are
ideal for weather exposed areas.
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Aluminium Clad Timber Windows
Aluminium Clad Timber windows are naturally solid and well insulated windows, with great U-Values. This happens because two strong materials, aluminium and pressure treated timber are joined
mechanically and sealed. This produces strength and energy efficiency. The outside aluminium finish
offers a high weather resistant factor, that protects the timber. The timber on the inside of the frame
offers a natural thermal break resulting in outstanding heat loss resistance and energy efficiency.

Aluminium Clad Timber windows can be manufactured in Casement, French and Bay
styles. The timber used in aluminium clad timber windows is a highly engineered pressure treated timber, that is specifically designed not bend or warp over time. There are
two options for the exterior finish. The aluminium can be powder coated to any RAL
colour, or a laminate foil finish is applied. Using one of our laminate foil finishes will
add a woodgrain effect.
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Aluminium Clad Timber Doors
Aluminium clad timber doors are timber doors that are externally clad with aluminium.
They are now becoming very popular because they offer the best of two materials. On the
inside you get the wonderful warm texture and atmosphere of timber, while on the outside
the low maintenance protective features and longevity of aluminium. The outside aluminium finish offers a high weather resistant factor. Costello Windows aluminium clad timber
doors can be manufactured in a range of styles like Bi-Fold and Sliding Patio. Colours too
are limitless. The timber on the inside of the frame offers a natural thermal break resulting
in outstanding heat loss resistance and energy efficiency.
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Timber Doors and Windows
Timber is one of nature’s masterpieces, strong renewable and a natural insulator. Teak offers superb performance and comfort. Designed to meet the demands of the 21st century
Costello Windows timber products are manufactured from the highest quality hardwood’s.
Traditional sliding sash windows from Costello windows are a wonderful addition to any
home. They are suitable for traditional or modern homes. Costello Windows produce bespoke windows in quality hardwoods for our customers. We produce bespoke windows
and doors with curved & triangular arch’s. To finish we add a quality varnish or paint to give
the windows a durable and tough finish to withstand the Irish climate.
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U-Values, Parts & Accessories

U-Values, Parts & Accessories

Overall Window U-Values
uPVC Polaris Window Range
Double glazed u-values from 1.1 w/m² K
Triple glazed u-values from 0.9 w/m² K
Townhouse Sash Window
Double glazed u-values from 1.3 w/m² K
Triple glazed u-values from 1.0 w/m² K
Passive 100 Window
Triple glazed u-values from 0.67 w/m² K
Alu-Therm 87 Aluminium Window
Double glazed from 1.5 w/m² K
Triple glazed from 1.0 w/m² K
Aluminium Clad Timber Window
Double glazed u-values from 1.3 w/m² K
Triple glazed u-values from 0.9 w/m² K
Timber Window
Double glazed u-values from 1.4 w/m² K
Palladio Composite Door 0.94 w/m² K

Black
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Bright
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Satin
Silver

Gold

White

Smokey
Chrome
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Ballyguiltenane Lower,
Glin, Co. Limerick,
068 34800
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